We have built the first blockchain insurance medical ecosystem in Asia Pacific. Our blockchain will instill trust to even the smallest bonesetters, mobilizing medical experts all over the world to serve the insured population without middleman. Recently, we won the HKICT startup award - Software & Apps, Junior Prize and the People's Choice Award at HKU DreamCatchers 100K 2018, the US$10K prize in India Vizag Million Dollar Challenge and we are admitted in Cyberport’s Incubation Program.

We are now recruiting Business Development (Intern) and the job details are as follows:

**Business Development (Intern)**

**Role & Responsibilities**

- Plan, organize and visit clinic to promote MediConCen solution.
- Propose and execute promotion programs to drive the registration no. of doctors.
- Follow-up the enquiry from the clinic on the use of the MediConCen app and other issues.
- Collect the feedback on the use of the app and communicate with engineers to improve the app.
- Perform user testing on the app to ensure the quality of the app before release.
- Create post on social medium and website to promote our service and follow up the enquires.
- Administration support on the system records including verification of doctors and accounting records with insurers.

**Requirements**

- Ability to work independently and with teams
- Self-motivated, with high energy and an engaging level of enthusiasm
- Exceptional verbal and written communication skills in Cantonese and English, as well as a good listener
- Embrace working with fun, enthusiastic people
- Love the rapid, unpredictable nature of a tech start-up
- Self-disciplined, able to work and learn independently, strong problem-solving skill.

**Employment and remuneration**

Allowance will be provided. Reference letter will be provided for the good performance staff. Interested parties please send email to recruit@mediconcen.com and attach your full resume with the date of availability.
Together we will build the first blockchain insurance medical network in the world. Our blockchain will instill trust to even the smallest bonesetters, mobilizing medical experts all over the world to serve the insured population without middleman. Recently, we won the Junior Prize and the People's Choice Award at HKU DreamCatchers 100K 2018 and the first runner-up at Cocoon entrepreneurship competition 2018.

We are now recruiting Business Lawyer (Intern) and the job details are as follows:

**Business Lawyer (Intern)**

**Role & Responsibilities**

- Review the agreements, contracts and various business documents with external parties.
- Provide legal opinions on the business terms and compliance with regulations, such as data privacy.
- Review the wordings on website, App and various promotion materials including putting suitable disclaimers to protect company.
- Communicate the contract or agreements with business partners and clients.
- Negotiate business terms with external parties to protect the benefits of the company.
- Research and provide recommendations on structuring business terms and wordings on new business model.

**Requirements**

- Ability to work independently and with teams
- Self-motivated, with high energy and an engaging level of enthusiasm
- Exceptional verbal and written communication skills in Cantonese and English, as well as a good listener
- Embrace working with fun, quirky, enthusiastic people
- Love the rapid, unpredictable nature of a tech start-up
- Self-disciplined, able to work and learn independently, strong problem-solving skill.

**Employment and remuneration**

Allowance will be provided. Reference letter will be provided for the good performance staff. Interested parties please send email to recruit@mediconcen.com, and attach your full resume with the date of availability.
We are an insurtech company utilizing blockchain to automate insurance claim. We have recently launched the first blockchain powered medical ecosystem with a leading insurer in Hong Kong and are rapidly expanding to cover more insurers and medical networks. We are one of the few corporate members of Linux Hyperledger. We are also Cyberport and HKU DreamCatcher incubatees and our management teams have deep understanding of insurance and technology to ensure that the solutions meet market’s need. We are looking for ambitious talents to join us as the founding team member to make revolutionary changes to the industry and develop a bright career.

We are now recruiting Software Engineer (Intern) and the job details are as follows:

### Software Engineer (Intern)

**Role & Responsibilities**

- Architect and build new website or mobile apps.
- Work closely with business team to improve the user experience and functionality of website.
- You will be following our development process including using Github, code review with Pull Request, issue tracking in sprints cycle.
- Ability to work independently and with teams— we give you the freedom to shape your code, your R&D and your growth trajectory. To do this, you need to be able to juggle priorities to thrive in a fast-paced environment, while also collaborating as part of a team in complex situations.

**Requirements**

- Familiar with PHP, MySQL/MongoDB.
- Familiar with frontend design language like responsive layout, Google material design, Bootstrap.
- Familiar with CSS pre-processers, i.e. LESS, sass, CSS3 etc.
- Familiar with nodeJS.
- Mobile: Native iOS (Swift or Objective C) / Android (Java, Kotlin).
- Able to use GIT, Gulp / Grunt / Webpack in daily development life-cycle.
- Proven web development portfolio is an advantage.
- Experience with web security protocols and authentication schemes.

**Employment and remuneration**
Allowance will be provided. Reference letter will be provided for the good performance staff. Interested parties please send email to recruit@mediconcen.com and attach your full resume with the date of availability.
We have built the first blockchain insurance medical ecosystem in Asia Pacific. Our blockchain will instill trust to even the smallest bonesetters, mobilizing medical experts all over the world to serve the insured population without middleman. Recently, we won the HKICT startup award - Software & Apps, Junior Prize and the People's Choice Award at HKU DreamCatchers 100K 2018, the US$10K prize in India Vizag Million Dollar Challenge and we are admitted in Cyberport’s Incubation Program.

We are now recruiting UI/UX Designer (Intern) and the job details are as follows:

**UI/UX Designer (Intern)**

**Role & Responsibilities**

- Creative and design support on website, APP and other promotion materials of the company.
- Design UI/UX of website and APP to ensure good customer experience.
- Source the design and art resource on web and create library for company use.
- Participate in project with external parties to provide design support.
- Communicate with business team and programmers to improve the website and APP frequently.
- Copywriting of website, APP and other promotion materials.

**Requirements**

- Excellent sense of art, UI/UX and creative.
- Able to use various design programs to deliver the work.
- Ability to work independently and with teams
- Self-motivated, with high energy and an engaging level of enthusiasm
- Good written communication skills in Chinese and English.
- Self-disciplined and good communication skill.
- Embrace working with fun, quirky, enthusiastic people
- Love the rapid, unpredictable nature of a tech start-up

**Employment and remuneration**

5-day work and allowance will be provided. Reference letter will be provided for the good performance staff. Interested parties please send email to recruit@mediconcen.com and attach your full resume with the date of availability.